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Were you guesting with the landlord in whose inn am I,
greater wealth and far more ducats would you spend than I;
all your Pesth and all your Buda would you squander too—
girls in Pesth are far too pretty ...  a murrain on the crew!'
(Erlangen 178.)
With the collapse of resistance in the sixteenth century the free
Serbs were restricted to Montenegro, or to small bands of outlaw
'hajduci3 (conventionally composed of thirty persons in the ballads)
or raiders from the coastal cities (uskoci). Hundreds of ballads
speak of the forays and misfortunes of these persons who stand
midway between heroism and criminality. A score of names have
been handed down to posterity: Ivo of Senj, Janko of Kotor,
Stojan Jankovic, Mihata, Ilija Smiljanic, Milja the Shepherd, Vuk
Mandulic, Erko the Latin, and others who occupy many pages of
the Erlangen manuscript. The models for such pieces were the
existing ballads of bride-stealing and heroic death, imprisonment
and escape, skirmishes and feuds, modified by some touches taken
from the actual experiences of the outlaws. Highest in esteem was
Old Novak. In Old Novak and Radivoja (Duric, vii. 2) we learn
how much better the old leaders were than the new. The injustices
that drove men into the mountains are illustrated in Old Novak
and Eogoslav (Duric, vii. i). Novak in Prison (Erlangen 67) is a
ballad built on the old heroic lines. Captured and abused by the
sultan, Novak elects to run the gauntlet of the Janissaries as the
most heroic mode effacing death; with the aid of a ' vila', his sister, he
kills three thousand men, and escapes. The old lion roamed over
the Rudnik hills, and was more intimate with nature than with men:
Keen reproaches from Rumanian mountains :
'Curse thee, curse thee, aged outlaw Novak;
all our leafage is stripped by hungry eagles,
all our tree-tops crushed by wing of ravens,
downward swooping on young warrior corpses.
(Erlangen 96.)
Ivo of Senj's marriage and death were both remarkable. To get
him a bride his lieutenant penetrated into Udbinja, the home of his
worst enemies, and kidnapped the fair Hajkuna (Duric, viii. 6); his
death occurred in the pursuit aroused by one of his forays (Duric,
viii. 7). What made his exploits the more hazardous was that his
opponents were Slavs like himself, especially the doughty Ljubovic,
and they had the same courage and manner of life. His own he was

